New revised price list effective Sept. 1, 1974. All prices subject to change without notice. To improve the design, quality and performance of our instruments and to make use of the best available materials at all times, we reserve the right to change specifications without notice.
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moog™

RETAIL PRICE LIST
Sept. 1, 1974

bob moog FOUNDATION

Printed in U.S.A.
only moog™ puts it all together

introducing the new, versatile minimoog

The Minimoog looks and performs so well because it’s made with the same uncompromising standards that Moog Synthesizers are world famous for. And now you can finally carry that famous Moog sound cross-country on the roughest road trips and deliver it live on any stage. So get on the right road with the Minimoog. And carry more sound around than you ever thought you could handle.

moog™ price list

SYNTHESIZERS
SATellite .................. $ 595.00
SONIC SIX .................. 1395.00
MINIMOOG .................. 1595.00
TAURUS PEDAL SYNTHESIZER 695.00

ACCESSORIES
PERCUSSION CONTROLLER ........ $ 249.00
RIBBON CONTROLLER
MODEL 1150 .................. 295.00
SAMPLE & HOLD
MODEL 1125 .................. 260.00

FOOT PEDAL CONTROLLER
MODEL 1120 .................. 59.95

GLIDE/DECAY FOOT SWITCH
MODEL 1121 .................. 24.95

SATELLITE CARRYING CASE
MODEL “SATCASE” ............ 59.00

MINIMOOG CARRYING CASE
(Heavy Duty), MODEL 1110 ....... 98.00

EFFECTIVE DATE 9/1/74